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Initial Setup Issues 
We initially started using Virtualbox on Chris’s desktop. We chose it first because it 

was already completely set up with Virtualbox, Windows, and wired into the network. As we 
quickly found out, Chris has a 32-bit operating system, so the 64 bit VM wouldn’t initialize 
properly. 

 
We then attempted to set up on Eli’s machine. We spent most of our setup time trying 

to connect to the remote network correctly. Initially, Eli’s machine was the only one configured 
to use OpenVPN and connect to the exam environment. We couldn’t get SSH setup on Eli’s 
Windows machine quickly, so we moved the VM over to Dan’s machine. This was so the rest 
of the team could all continue configuring the VM while Eli worked with the connection issues 
we were having. Our plan was to move the VM back to Eli’s machine right before the exam 
started. 

 
When the time for the contest to begin came around, we took the vm and moved it 

onto Eli’s machine. Everything seemed to be going well we were up and running but while we 
were in class, Dan noticed something he uninstalled was back onto our machine. Eli looked at 
the VM and confirmed that the VM was not the one we had hardened. As a team, we hurried 
back home and took down the vm and started working on getting the correct vm up but 
something odd was happening where it would not load up on Eli’s machine after we copied it 
from Dan’s. We then tried reverting the vm and using a slightly older version to see if that 
would load up on Eli’s machine and we had the same problems where it would not boot. 
Because of this dilemma and the fact the contest had already started, we decided to try our 
last hope and use Dan’s machine to host the virtual machines. 

 
At this moment is when we made our first major mistake. Through all of the chaos and 

rush to get our vms back up and running. We forgot that we had reverted the vm and never 
began to use the latest version. The reason that this was so problematic was that we changed 
the passwords on the new one so the current version we were using did not have any of the 
passwords changed. Unfortunately this is something we did not realize until after the first 
attack. 

 
Due to the timing of these issues Eli and Dan were the only ones available to get the 

vms back on the network. Dan quickly stripped down his machine to allow complete access 
to his machine so Eli could work on getting Dan’s machine setup on the network. Eli had some 
trouble with getting openvpn setup in arch linux but at 8:44 PM on Wednesday the vms .223 
and .224 were back up and running while Nuthapol was working on installing software onto 
.225. 
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At about 10:00 PM on Wednesday, the internet to our house went out for a moment 
and our vms all crashed. Eli was monitoring when this happened, and when the vms crashed 
they would not connect back to the network. It is unclear why they would not connect back to 
the network but Eli ended up deciding that something messed up when the vms crashed and 
reverted the machines and brought them back up on the network. 

 
At 10:15 PM on Wednesday, we got our first attack. Almost instantly DSU were able to 

gain root access and were messaging us through broadcast messages. They then proceeded 
to bring our vms down and bring up a picture of Nyan Cat. At the time we were unclear how 
they got in so fast but after we brought the machines down we realized we had not used the 
latest version of our vm and all they had to do was login using the original passwords. 

 
Because of this attack we kept .223 and .224 down and just work on .225 until we got 

everything setup and could reconnect to the network. We continued to work until around 2:00 
AM on Thursday where we finally brought .225 onto the network and everything from our end 
looked good except that the point system was not tracking us and said we were not 
connected. 

 
This is where mistakes two comes in. The second mistake we made was that when we 

brought .225 up we had simply cloned it from .223 and because of this we had not changed 
the MAC address. This normally would not have been a problem but because other teams 
seemed to do the same thing this MAC address conflicted with others making it impossible to 
connect to our machine. 

 
At 3:29 PM on Thursday, Matthew Tuchfarber emailed the class discussing the MAC 

address issue and we realized that this must have been the issue of why we were not being 
detected by DSU. We quickly changed the MAC address and brought .225 back online but 
once again we did not see DSU’s point system detect that we were up so we continued to try 
and figure out why we were receiving no points. It is important to note that this entire time we 
kept .223 and .224 down because we were under the impression that we were not connected 
to the network at all and were waiting until we could bring .225 up before we brought all 3 of 
them online. 

 
For the rest of Thursday we investigated into why were not being detected and it was 

not until after a long discussion with Franco, we realized that when we updated our firewall 
we had accidently over secured our network and blocked ssh and domain from public access. 
We then made the appropriate changes to our firewall and at 7:00 PM on Thursday we were 
officially online for the first time after all of this chaos. Unfortunately we did not know we 
were live so we continued to keep .223 and .224 down because we thought we were still 
having connection issues due to DSU’s point system not working. 

 
We continued to monitor the vms through the night and were attacked for the first time 

since the initial attack. This led us to believe that we were in fact connected to the network so 
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at 11:25 AM on Friday Eli brought up our two remaining vms .223 and .224. At this time we 
saw DSU’s point tracker detect us and realized the .223 was the only one being monitored and 
that we could have had all three vms up the entire time. 

 
For the remainder of the contest we monitored all three of our vms and noticed several 

attacks of which none of them were successful in bringing and of our vms down. Late Friday 
night and early Saturday morning, Dan’s machine crashed a few times because Chrome was 
left open and ate up what little RAM was left after the VMs each took up 2GB. We reduced the 
RAM for each VM after that. But other than that, once we finally realized that .223 was the 
only ip that worked, we prevented all attacks from DSU. 

Final Hosting Setup 
Dan graciously reconfigured his networking setup, removed drives, disabled security, and 
disabled permissions to get a linux-based system to host our vms. 

System 
OS: Arch Linux x64 
RAM: 8GB (16GB now) 

Software 
TeamViewer 
SSH 
OpenVPN 

Communication and Accessibility 
Communication was done through Google Chat. We had a group up for our entire team and 
used that for pretty much all communications. That way, other team members could quickly 
catch up on what was going on while they were sleeping. 
 
We had Google documents set up for everyone to log what they have done to the system, how 
the machine is currently configured (like passwords, ip, etc), comparisons with a clean 
system, and attack logs. 
 
Generally, one of us was using TeamViewer which was installed on the local machine to 
access to setup GUI tools through the desktop environment while everyone else was using 
SSH to modify the system configuration. 
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Hardening 

Dan 

Updated System 
The very first thing I did was make sure the all packages and the distro in general were 
completely updated. 

Analyze Installed Packages 
I installed a clean Ubuntu VM in parallel with the CDX VM. After updating the packages and 
the distributions, I dumped a list of all of the packages installed on both machines to disk. I 
compared the files using Meld and found 10-12 packages on the CDX VM that weren’t 
depended on, but were installed anyways. I removed all of these. I didn’t see any packages on 
a clean VM that were critical to the security of the VM, but weren’t found in the CDX VM. 

Modify Root Account 
Obviously, the root password had to change. I changed it to something easy to type, but 
difficult to brute force. I also locked the root account because there was no need for anyone 
to have access to it since the student account had sudo permissions. 

Changed Passwords 
I changed the passwords to Wordpress, the student user, the root user, and mysql (both the 
root password and they wordpress user password). 

Disable IPV6 
I saw no reason to keep IPV6 enabled. The slimmer you make your machine, the less you have 
to worry about. 

Disable IRQ Balance 
I’ve had issues particularly with hardware interrupts messing with my VMs, so I always disable 
IRQ balance. 

Secure Shared Memory 
The TMP filesystem is a volatile section of memory that is enabled by default and is located in 
volatile memoryspace. I protect this filesystem by modifying fstab. I don’t know if it is actually 
beneficial though; I have never looked into it. 
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Secure /tmp and /var/tmp 
I got this tip online. Apparently the best way to secure these two directories is to link /var/tmp 
to /tmp and mount /tmp with secure permissions in fstab. 

Prevent Fork Bombs 
I modified the /etc/security/limits.conf file to prevent malicious users from crashing the os by 
opening a bunch of processes and using up all of the memory. 

Remove Services 
I removed every service that didn’t look critical to the execution of the VM, again, cross 
referencing the services on the CDX VM with those on the clean VM. I removed DVWA, avahi, 
irqbalance, zeitgeist, cups, and whoopsie among a half dozen more. I ended up having to 
reinstall cups due to a last minute change in requirements. 

Replaced Gnome with XFCE 
Gnome is a very large software package with a lot of extras that aren’t necessary. On a server, 
extra things are always bad news. I replaced gnome with xfce so we could run certain 
monitoring tools. As it turned out, we didn’t use those particular monitoring tools anyways, so 
I could have skipped out on the desktop environment entirely. 

Secure SSH 
I limited ssh access to solely the student user and disabled password based authentication in 
favor of public key authentication. I made sure to remove the key from the server to prevent 
DSU from gaining access to it if they got access to the filesystem. I made sure to turn on 
privilege separation and also disabled any options I didn’t need like X11 forwarding. 

Secure Wordpress 
This was a problem area for me since I don’t have any experience with Wordpress. I changed 
the wordpress password and changed the file permissions on the Wordpress directory. I also 
changed the user that Wordpress used to connect to MySQL. 

Secure Filesystem 
I changed all of the directories that I could to 444, leaving only a few directories as writable such 
as /var/logs and obvious directories like /proc. If I couldn’t change the directory to readonly, I 
generally changed it to 644, finally using 664 if 644 didn’t work. 
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Configure AppArmor 

Install Monitoring Software 

PSAD 

Due to time constraints, I installed PSAD for ID instead of something more powerful like Snort. 
This gave me a quick overview of any attempted attacks on the VM. 

LogWatch 

I installed LogWatch to help me keep an eye on the logs. Again, the purpose of this program 
wasn’t to protect anything, but to help alert me to issues as they popped up. 

AuditD 

AuditD was one of the two main packages I used to keep a close eye on the system. I set up 
AuditD to monitor log accesses; ssh logins and login attempts; changes in the system clock; 
all cron jobs; calls to groupadd, groupmod, addgroup, useradd, usermod, adduser, iptables, 
ufw, and passwd commands; kernel modifications through sysctl; additional modules started 
through modprobe; pam changes; and changes to file permissions for critical directories like 
/srv/ftp, /bin, /boot, /etc, /home, etc. 

Aide 

I used Aide to keep track of changes to the filesystem in the event that someone did get 
through the rest of my security measures. Aide can be used for ID as well, but I didn’t have it 
setup for that. 

Wireshark 

We all used wireshark to keep track of the traffic on the system. DSU seemed to have 
everything automated, so it was very easy to see when an odd traffic pattern was coming 
through.  

Eli 

Configure /etc/sysctl.conf 

I looked over all of the settings of sysctl and looked for any setting that I found suspicious by 
comparing the settings with a clean install. After comparing all of the settings for sysctl I 
changed the following settings: 

kernel.randomize_va_space = 2 
fs.aio-max-nr = 65536 
fs.aio-nr = 0 
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kernel.auto_msgmni = 0 
kernel.keys.root_maxbytes = 25000000 
kernel.keys.root_maxkeys = 1000000 
kernel.kptr_restrict = 1 
net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies = 1 
kernel.yama.ptrace_scope = 1 

Initial UFW Setup 

I installed UFW and set it up with basic setting and then Dan later added onto these initial 
settings to further harden the OS. The initial settings included dropping all incoming requests 
by default, but allowing http and ssh. 

Chris 

Pen Testing the Defective OS 
While the network configuration and monitoring setup was ongoing, I worked as an internal 
redteam using armitage on Kali to attack the provided system. I did a comprehensive network 
scan and found the following open ports on the provided system: 
 

Port State Service 

7/tcp open echo 

13/tcp open daytime 

21/tcp open ftp 

22/tcp open ssh 

25/tcp open smtp 

37/tcp open time 

80/tcp open http 

587/tcp open submission 

631/tcp open ipp 

3306/tcp open mysql 

 
I then began attacking the machine with Armitage, starting with a specific scan for attacks. I 
had a significant advantage as I had access to the actual system, so I was able to easily what 
services and versions were running. I ran the hail mary meta-attack initially, to see if that 
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easily picked up anything, but nothing was found during this. I then began specific attacks. I 
expected the proftpd mod_copy exploit to work, as the vulnerable version of proftpd was 
installed. However, I was unable to gain access through this exploit. I attempted several other 
exploits but was unsuccessful with all attempts. 

Replacing ProFTPD with vsftpd 
As ProFTPD has known security issues, we decided to replace it with vsftpd, which has no 
known vulnerabilities. I set vsftpd to disable local users and allow anonymous users with read 
only access to the /srv/ftp/ directory. The /etc/vsftpd.conf configuration file is below. 
 

listen=YES 
local_enable=NO 
anonymous_enable=YES 
write_enable=NO 
anon_root=/srv/ftp 
xferlog_enable=YES 

 

Nuthapol 

Install Monitoring Software 

Research 
Researched and attempted to install Security Onion which contains several security monitoring 
kits such Sguil, squert, snorby but it currently does not support the VM’s version of Linux.  
 
Attempted to install/setup snort and added custom rules. There was a problem importing the 
rules for the latest version of snort. Backtracked snort version and installed additional 
prerequisite software. Several tests were ran to see if the rules would catch an incoming packet 
with a specific ip address and it failed. 

Logwatch 
I installed log watch, a log analysis tool that allows filtering and customization of logging. 

Tiger  
I installed Tiger, a security tool that we used to perform a security audit and check for intrusion 
for our system. I also researched on how it worked and ran it periodically. Every audit takes 
around 34 minutes to complete and in produces a log file per audit. The plan was to view the 
differences in the logs to check for any changes in the audit. I ran several audit tests to ensure 
that the logs are outputted correctly and compared any changes 
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Ossec 
I installed and configured Ossec, a host based intrusion detection Rootkit detection, realtime 
alerts, active response tool. Ossec outputs a log file and also has an email alert system. 
Unfortunately a mail server was not setup because of the timing and it would introduce 
additional security concern. Thus, periodic monitoring of the log files was required.  
 

Monit  
I installed Monit, a service check that will automatically restart any down service(s). Additional 
configurations were added for logging purposes. Several tests were performed to ensure that 
when I purposely shut down a service, it will spawn back up and change status. The only 
service missing from the check  was FTP since we changed FTP service from ProFTPD to 
vsftpd. 
 
Added additional rules to monitor and restart Apache, MySQL, and SSH if stopped 
 #Apache  
  check process apache with pidfile /run/apache2.pid 
    start program = "/etc/init.d/apache2 start" with timeout 60 seconds 
    stop program = "/etc/init.d/apache2 stop" 
 # if failed port # protocol apache then restart 
 
# MySQL 
  check process mysqld with pidfile /var/run/mysqld/mysqld.pid 
    start program = "/etc/init.d/mysql start" 
    stop program = "/etc/init.d/mysql stop" 
    if failed port 3306 protocol mysql then restart 
    if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout 
#SSH 
  check process sshd with pidfile /var/run/sshd.pid  
    start program “/etc/init.d/ssh start”  
    stop program “/etc/init.d/ssh stop”  
    if failed port 22 protocol ssh then restart 
 if 5 restarts within    5 cycles then timeout 
 

Final Firewall Configuration 
We used UFW to configure our firewall. By default we chose to drop all incoming traffic unless 
specifically allowed. We allowed all traffic on ports 21, 22, 80, 3306, and 53 for bind. 
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Attack Analysis 

Attack at 12/2 22:26 
We failed miserably.  Because we reverted our machine to be able to bring it online we had a 
version of our vm where the passwords were not yet changed.  As far as the cyber kill chain is 
concerned DSU first did Reconnaissance but when they realized our passwords were not 
changed they immediately were able to gain command and control and complete Actions on 
Objectives.  In this case they brought our services down and brought up a picture of Nyan Cat.  

Attack at 12/3 04:22 

Reconnaissance 
The attacker investigated wordpress and mysql directly as well as attempts on ssh, 
attempting to find security vulnerabilities in our setup. 

Weaponization 
I have to assume that they used what was found in Wordpress to attack MySQL directly. This 
may have been an automated attack, so the weaponization could have happened well before 
the attack. 

Delivery, Exploitation, and Installation 
The exploit was presumably delivered to Wordpress over HTTP, targeting MySQL. There was 
no exploit installation. 

Objectives 
The objective appeared to be modifying the filesystem. The attack was stopped before any 
objectives were achieved. 

Attack at 12/4 16:15 

Reconnaissance 
On both .223 and .225 the machines were scanned, and then began receiving a flood of ftp 
requests. both machines were being hammered with multiple requests a second. We monitored 
the wireshark logs, but with so much traffic it was essentially impossible to examine in real time. 
Because of the rate of traffic, this appears to have been an attempted Denial of Service attack. 
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The attack continued for about two hours, until the host machine ran out of memory and 
crashed. When the machines were brought back up, the attack did not resume. 

Activity Log 
12/2 22:26 
We were attacked and they took over as root very quickly. They were able to bring down both 
of our vms and play an endless loop of nyan cat, mocking Eli nearly to the point of insanity. 
Our monitoring tools were not ready yet so we had no idea what they attacked so we took 
them down and only brought them back up when our monitoring tools were fully set up so we 
could figure out what they did and how they did it. In response, we added in our security 
measures and waiting until they attacked again. 
 
12/3 08:18 
SSH connection attempts from 10.8.0.51. Logs mentioned gnome-keyring and zeitgeist. We 
removed both of these packages because they were unnecessary. 
 
12/3 23:02 
Pinged and nmapped by 10.8.0.73. 10.8.0.71 also accessed /wordpress 
 
12/3 23:21 
Recieve timestamp request from 10.8.0.51 
.225 made an https get request to  .51:59049, an http request to .51:59049 
.51:59305 attempted to login via ssh 
 
12/3 23:29 .51 nmapped accessed the wordpress site 
 
12/3 00:25 
Detected requests made directly to mysql on port 3306 by 10.8.0.51. I immediately changed 
the root password for mysql (the password was the default after a previous revert). I didn’t 
see any indication of DSU gaining root access. 
 
12/3 04:22 
Detected wordpress traffic, mysql traffic that wasn’t coming from wordpress, ssh connection 
attempts, a cron job, and the beginnings of filesystem modifications. Wireshark alerted me to 
issues with mysql and Audit told me everything that was happening to the system. I believe 
they got root access, but I don’t think they had time to do much with that access; they were 
just moving through the filesystem and I immediately took down the VM. I changed the 
permissions on the wordpress site to 644. The system was back up by 4:58. 

 
12/3 05:31 
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Odd HTTP connections being made, but I don’t think anything substantial came through. I 
didn’t see any issues with the system itself. No downtime. 
 
12/3 05:43 
Same traffic pattern as attack at 4:22. I didn’t see an ssh connection or anything suspicious in 
the audit logs. I am very worried about the sendmail server; I have no idea how to secure it 
since we are forced to keep it open to the world. I’m looking into securing sendmail further. 
 
12/3 05:58 
Went dark to install smrsh package in an attempt to secure sendmail as well as psad for 
basic ID since snort isn’t working. 
 
12/3 06:17 
Started logging a lot more through audit, so I can restore the system without reverting the vm 
(because apparently DSU is butthurt about it) 
 
12/4 09:18 
ICMP from 10.8.0.56 
 
12/4 10:18 
Http requests from 10.8.0.73 for wordpress 
 
12/4 11:22 
I got 10.8.0.223 up and live. We immediately started getting http request and ssh packets 
from 10.8.0.51 
 
12/4 12:02 
10.8.0.51 is continuing to mess with ssh I am looking into what they are trying to do but from 
my point of view they have not been successful in messing with anything yet. 
 
12/4 12:40 
After monitoring it looks it is an automated script and not an active attack 
 
12/4 13:38 
No change just the same repeated traffic over ssh from 10.8.0.51 
 
12/4 16:15 
On both .225 and .223 I noticed a lot of activity over the network from .55 
After initial examination appeared attacker was trying to gain access through ftp 
 
12/4 16:30 
Attacks ongoing, no apparent breach 
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12/4 17:50 
Attacks ongoing, no apparent breach 
 
12/4 18:15 
Host machine powers off due to running out of RAM. We accidentally left Chrome open, and 
that ate up the remaining 2GB of RAM. All three vms were brought back up at 19:00 

Mistakes 
1. We reverted to before the snapshot where we changed the passwords for the system 

and services, so the first attack was incredibly easy for DSU. 
2. We initially did not change the MAC address of vms that we cloned 
3. Initially, port 3306 and bind9 weren’t allowed through the firewall. 

Other Ideas 

Automation 
With regards to our passive monitoring system, all the logs and audits are required to run 
manually. It would enhance our capability greatly if we could automate our monitoring system to 
run periodically via a 3rd party software or cron task. We could also have another program to 
automatically compare the difference in logs of different time periods and send an alert via email 
of any changes. 

Improve SSH Security 
We would have liked to change the ssh port as well as change the ssh shell from bash to rssh 
to prevent anyone from running malicious commands. This would have only worked because 
we still had the desktop environment running. If we only had shell access, this wouldn’t have 
been an option. 
 
I’ve heard about people using TCP wrappers with ssh, but I’ve never implemented it before, 
and an exam didn’t seem like the time to experiment. 
 
We should have installed fail2ban to prevent brute force attacks. It slipped my mind. 

MySQL 
The MySQL port should obviously have been closed and the configuration file should have 
only allowed local connections. Nobody in their right mind would keep MySQL open to the 
world. 
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Replace AppArmor with SELinux 
We believe SELinux is more secure than AppArmor, but we didn’t want to mess with low level 
security like this since AppArmor is most likely secure enough. SELinux also requires more 
configuration over time and time was something we didn’t have; AppArmor pretty much works 
out of the box. 

OpenVAS 
We would have liked to install OpenVAS, but it requires too much configuration to get up and 
running quickly. It would have definitely been a big help in notifying our team if something 
were to go wrong. 

Configure Outgoing Firewall 
Since we didn’t have any way to tell if our system was getting points, we couldn’t configure an 
outgoing firewall; we had to let all traffic through. Outgoing firewalls take some trial and error, 
but without a way to test each trial, we couldn’t configure it.  
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Division of Labor 

Monitoring 
At all times, we had someone monitoring the VMs closely as well as someone who could help 
respond, but wasn’t necessarily physically available immediately. 

Nuthapol 

Primary 
12/05 16:00  12:00 

Secondary 
12/02 16:00 - 12/03 00:00 

Dan 

Primary 
12/03 00:00 - 08:00 
12/04 00:00 - 08:00 

Secondary 
12/03 16:00 - 12/04 00:00 
12/04 16:00 - 12/05 00:00 

Eli 

Primary 
12/03 08:00 - 16:00 
12/04 08:00 - 16:00 

Secondary 
12/02 16:00 - 12/03 00:00 
12/04 00:00 - 08:00 
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Chris 
During my primary shifts I monitored the wireshark logs for suspect activity, and kept an eye 
on the scoring website to make sure we were up. During my first primary shift we were not 
showing as up, so I continued the dialog Eli had begun with Dr. Franco about why we were not 
showing as available, despite from everything we could tell, we were up and running. At this 
point we only had one machine up, on 10.8.0.225. Dr. Franco nmapped us and reported that 
MySQL was not publicly available, and that we had no publicly facing nameserver. When Eli 
setup the firewall he had forgotten to allow ports 3306 and 53 through for MySQL and Bind, 
respectively. I allowed these through and responded to Dr. Franco, who confirmed that we 
were now properly set up, however we were still not scoring. It was during Eli’s shift the next 
day that we realized scoring was only occurring on the .223 IP address. 
 
I started my second shift a couple of hours early because Eli, who was on shift, had a class. 
When I took over all was quiet and had been for a few hours. At 4:10pm on Friday December 
4th I noticed unusual traffic on wireshark, and determined they were scanning us. 
Immediately following the scan, we began receiving a flood of ftp requests, several times a 
second. At this point I brought up the /var/log/auth.log/ file to monitor authentication 
attempts.The only entries in the log were anonymous ftp users. This attack continued for 
several hours to no avail. 
 

Primary 
12/03 16:00 - 12/04 00:00 
12/04 16:00 - 12/05 00:00 

Secondary 
12/03 00:00 - 08:00 
12/04 08:00 - 16:00 

Dan, Chris, Eli 
12/05 00:00 - 12:00 
 


